The fourth edition of *Sexually Transmitted Diseases* is a comprehensive 108-chapter book that reviews the major and lesser-known causative agents of sexually transmitted diseases (STDs). Topic areas include the epidemiology, pathobiology, pathogenesis, clinical diagnosis, therapy, and prevention of STDs.

This edition has been significantly updated from the 1999 edition with current infectious disease research and is now printed in full color. Previous chapters have been expanded and several new chapters have been added that cover topics such as drug use and STDs, cervical cancer and STDs, pregnancy and bacterial STDs, STD vaccines, and more. The chapters are written by experts in their relative fields as demonstrated by the detailed nature of the material.

In particular, sections pertaining to HIV have been expanded to include recent research findings, current clinical management of HIV infection, and the development of HIV vaccines. The authors have included an addendum with recent information pertaining to the failure of the STEP Study that utilized the HIV vaccine produced by Merck and Co. Inc. for clinical trials on the prevention of HIV infection.

This book provides an exceptional review on current epidemiological studies that address the social and psychological aspects of sexuality that give rise to populations that are highly susceptible to STD transmission. An interesting section on the legal and social issues surrounding STDs is also included.

The book is divided into 16 color-coded sections. Each chapter concludes with an extensive list of updated references. *Sexually Transmitted Diseases* contains an informative appendix that summarizes significant drug interactions between medications used for STD treatment along with drug interaction management. An appendix providing guidelines for STD treatment is also included, which provide a useful quick reference for clinicians.

Although there are several informative and colorful illustrations dispersed throughout the book in the form of tables, graphs, and images, the next edition would benefit from the inclusion of more diagrams that would facilitate sorting through the immense and detailed information. The book also may be improved by including a summary of key points from the material at the end of each chapter or section.

The fourth edition of *Sexually Transmitted Diseases* is an exceptional reference book on the subject of STDs for graduate and medical students, residents, and physicians with an interest infectious disease from a clinical, microbiology, and public health perspective.
